
Take our 9-question assessment to find out how
strong your retail pitch is and whether you are ready

to grow your retail distribution to the next tier. 

How Strong 
Is Your 
Retail 
Pitch?

Retail Pitch 
Strength Assessment



How many questions can you answer "True" to? 

If you cannot answer "true" to all parts of any given statement,
please mark "false".

1. True or False: You have conducted market research with
potential users and retailers to qualify the concept, price, product
and packaging.  Potential users consisted of more than just your
friends and family. 

2. True or False: Your product meets an unmet consumer need
and delivers product benefits in a way your competitors cannot
claim. 

3. True or False: You have verified that your suggested retail
price is within range of your competitors (i.e., not exorbitantly
lower or higher), and occupies a distinct price point (i.e., Good,
Better, Best) to create differentiation.

4. True or False: You have confirmed that your retailer markup
or margin is in line with retailer’s expectations. If you do not
know what "retailer markup or margin" means, please answer
"false".

5. True or False: You have a product margin (your company’s
margin) that is healthy, sustainable and has not inflated your
wholesale cost or suggested retail price. 
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6. True or False: You have tested your product with a few
“guinea pig” retailers (also known as the “Test and Learn”
stage) to make sure EVERYTHING has been road tested –
including your pricing, packaging, sales pitch, retail
promotions, and shipping/fulfillment logistics.

7. True or False: You have created a brand identity that is
ownable and memorable. And you have implemented PR
and marketing support to build awareness and drive
purchases at shelf.

8. True or False: You understand the basics of inventory
management.

9. Last Question! True or False: You have a retailer pitch
deck - and it includes sales history (Point of Sales, not
shipments) or sales volume projections, and an explanation
for how you will drive sales and profits for your intended
retailer.

Count up your "true's"

Calculate your score

View your results on 
the next page

Now...
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Your Retail Story is off to a good start! But
retail buyers still don't see how your
product line makes good business sense
for them. Keep building your Retail Story
by completing this checklist and soon you
will be pitch-ready and prepared to scale
distribution! http://goo.gl/PwxwV6  

Good job! You are retail-ready and an up-
and-coming brand for retailers. You have
most of the necessary ingredients for a
compelling Retail Pitch and your Retail
Story is solid. Well-led companies reach
this level of promise. You are ready to up-
level your retail distribution to the next tier!

Congrats, you are retail savvy and an
attractive retail partner! Your Retail Story
satisfies the toughest retail buyer. You are
a high potential brand with the ingredients
for a strong Retail Pitch. Very few reach
this level of expertise. You are ready to
sell to top tier retailers!

Scored 0 to 4 "True's"

Scored 5 to 7 "True's"

Scored 8 to 9 "True's"

Contact hello@retail-path.com for a custom assessment
and solutions to improve your retail readiness.

you are a

newbie
retail newbie!

you are a

rising star

retail rising star!

you are a

rock star

retail rock star!
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